Charu S. Gupta (President)
Greetings and warm regards!
Charu S. Gupta is an explorer, Founder of a social community named as
“SEHER”, Professional dancer, Writer, Blogger, Co-author and an artist by
heart. She has previously worked with more than 6 NGO’s (Team Everest, Bhumi,
Padsquad etc.) and is still on the way to pave more roads for women and
children in India. She has also been a part of various start-ups in their business
arena and will continue to do so for the coming years ahead. A passionate
writer, her 2 books have been published as a co-author, she has also been a community member in
WOMEN IN TECH-Global Movement since last 1 year.
She is an enthusiastic person with an in-depth approach to life who believes in following a free path
and trajectory without
confining into a box. Charu says “Enjoy the process of creating and exploring
new stuff in life coz you never know where you can land ahead”. She has previously worked as a STEM
and
education Mentor as well and looks forward to new opportunities that’ll make her
diverse and distinctive in life.

Ayushi George (Vice president)
Ayushi George is pursuing artificial intelligence and data science from JECRC university in Jaipur,
Rajasthan. She has worked as a web developer, content writer and in the field of social media
management. She is an ardent individual with immense zeal & zest to work in distinct fields and
domains. She is a technical plus creative person who is also a part of robotics clubs and it’s
projects, She is currently working as an AWS educate member and spark AR campus ambassador.
Ayushi says “ I am extremely excited to work as a VP for WICCI and I’m looking forward towards
making a greater change in society”.

Council Members:
1. Kanika Gupta
Kanika Gupta is an education professional, startup enthusiast and also a vivid educator. She has
completed her schooling from St. Angela Sophia senior secondary school and did her masters in the
field of teaching from University of Rajasthan (Jaipur, Rajasthan). She’s a passionate person with an
unending love for cooking and works as a food blogger as well. She teaches students from 9th to 12th
standard and looks forward to work in different areas wherein she can contribute her knowledge and
skillset. She was also a part of various initiatives organized by CBSE.

2. Uzma Siddiqui
Uzma Siddiqui is currently a student of psychology at Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar College of Delhi
University. She is a young enthusiast for creative writing, mental health and psychology. You can
take an idea of her being passionate about this by her thoughtful yet revolting decision of
changing her stream after senior secondary just so she could be connected to psychology.
Uzma has always been the listener to people around her and realized that sometimes in vulnerable
situations humans don't need suggestions or advices, they just need an ear to listen to them and
with this being her observation, she started an initiative in college "Sukoon - The Safe Space " by the
sole purpose of creating the society to provide a listening aid to everyone out there with a
comfortable and no judgment zone.
Apart from this, after completing her education she wants to pursue her dream of becoming a
practicing clinical psychologist .

3. Riddhima Varshney
Riddhima Varshney is a BTech student in electronics and communication engineering from BIT
Mesra, Jaipur. She is also a senior coordinator in her college's cultural committee. She is a coding &
changemaker enthusiast with an ambition to work in companies like Google and Microsoft along
with empowering women to go ahead in technical fields. In free time or creatively, She loves to play
ukulele, cook something for family, make creative cards from quilling etc. She is also the core team
member of a social community named as SEHER where she has worked extensively on different
societal issues to makea change ahead.

4. Kulgaurvi Singh
Kulgaurvi Singhi, an undergraduate student from sociology hons, Miranda House, University of Delhi.
She writes for lighthouse magazine (magazine for sociology dept) and also involved in NSS as a
volunteer. She is fond of dancing and traveling

Looking her way forward in UPSC, Kulgaurvi says “WICCI will provide me the opportunity to work for
the development of the crucial section of society, WOMEN .
These smaller steps will help me gain bigger achievements in future. I hope I can give my most to the
council”.

5. Hritika Malhotra
Hritika is pursuing BA LLB honors from Mody University of science and technology in Lakshmangarh.
As She is from law field, she’s strongly interested in arbitration or corporate sector. Apart from
these she has been an ardent debator. She is always up for new experiences and learning new
things. Hritika says “I am glad to be a part of WICCI organization as it's related to women
upgradation and human rights, it's an amazing initiative to be a part of”.

6. Aakanksha Sharma
Aakanksha is a computer science student from JECRC university (Jaipur) with a continuous growing
passion for words and creativity. She is eager to apply her skills to support and bring a positive
change in this world. She is a software enthusiast with strong coding skillset and have worked on
various projects in business as well as technical domain. She has worked as a house captain & an
adamant volunteer in various technical events.

7. Shrishti Bothra
Shrishti is a graphic designing enthusiast and works as a freelancer. I had been a part of Google
developer student club as graphic designer in my college .and I am currently a part of

entrepreneurship cell (JIC ) as well, I’ve also been a part of discipline as well as cultural
committee from previous few years and I am happy to be a part of WICCI as a council member.

8. Suhani Jhalani
Suhani Jhalani is pursuing BA.LLB. and is a legal enthusiast. Being in a legal profession gives a
new vision of society and working for the welfare is her goal.
She is a member of Law awareness society and also helped Indian Development Foundation, an
NGO. She says “I would be glad to be a part of the organization, would work with all my zeal and
creativity”.

9. Tanya Jain
Tanya is currently pursuing my bachelors in computer applications from Jaipur, Rajasthan. She is a
social media client manager and also an artist by heart. She has recently opened her startup which
deals with social media management and graphic web designs, She is quite passionate about social
work since a long time and has been a part of various initiatives aiming to deal with the problems
faced by women in our society. Tanya says “Being a part of WICCI is a great opportunity for me and I
will definitely give my best to work with the entire team”.

10. Aditi Upadhyay
Aditi Upadhyay is a young founder and a social fanatic. She appreciates art and artist so with this
feeling she started an online platform in 2020 named as Kalakaar of all vichaar at the age of 16 ,
whose main idea was to promote every kind of art and help them have a chance to present art to
more audience .
She conducted instagram lives weekly , had quizzes and competition, even hosted 2 open mics
on the zoom platform which was a success .
She’s very grateful to god for this.
Qualities- passionate , goofy , honest , appreciate art

11. Kavita Singh
Kavita Singh is an experienced educator in the field of science and maths from last 23 years, she
has done her masters in science and has worked as a resource person in the field of science and
mathematics in various training programmes. She is also a mentoring and monitoring staff at her
workplace along with being a part of school administration and management from 23 years
continuously. She has also been attending CENTA (Centre for teachers accreditation) from past 2
years. Her core strengths include institutional leadership, management and coordinator roles.

12. Luvia Bindrani
Luvia Bindrani is an ex NCC cadet and an artist. She started kalakaar of all vichaar at a very young
age of her life where she focused on providing an opportunity to artists on digital platform. Luvia
also teaches dance to students and has been a part of various reforming intiatives.

13. Bhanupriya
Bhanupriya is currently pursuing philosophy from Hansraj college, university of Delhi. Her main
motive to join this council is to work for the rights of women in India along with eradicating the
grassroot problems.

14. Vaidehi Mehta
Vaidehi Mehta is a technical wizard who is currently working as a coordinator in the sports and
technical committees. She has also worked as a project coordinator before and is keen on working
towards making a change in the domain of human rights. Vaidehi is pursuing her Btech. In the field
of Electronics and Communication from Birla Institute of technology.

15. Parveen Khurana
Parveen Khurana has been working as a PGT English educator from last 20 years. She has also
served as a principal before and is keen on working in different sects where she can contribute her
knowledge and skillset.

16. Lavina Tahilyani
Lavina is currently pursuing BA economics honours from Sophia Girl’s college, Ajmer. She is a
passionate person who is exploring various career and social aspects with key interests in social
work and psychology. What brings her here is her ardent desire to work for human rights and it’s
various dimensions.
Skills: Communication, Writing, Counselling, Pro-social.

17. Vidhi Jain
Vidhi Jain is currently a BA LLB student. She believes that legal profession opens a different
mindset towards society and definitely encourages an individual to work for the welfare ahead.
She is also a member of Law awareness society and DAB (Do a bit). Vidhi says “ I look forward
towards working with WICCI and believe that together we can bring about a greater change”.

18. Kajal kourani
Kajal is a Computer Engineering student at IU, Ahmedabad.
She strives to be the best at innovating and being creative along with blending her creativity in
everything she does: whether it is building a project or brainstorming presentations for college.
She is interested to work in a domain at the intersection of technology and management. It gives
her a stage to apply varied knowledge, build innovative products and leadership skills.
Other than that, kajal can be found Giving motivational speeches, Reading self improvement
books, Exploring nature, Travelling, Learning new things, Writing journal, and Spending time with
her family.

19. Tanushri Khurana
Tanushri Khurana is currently working as an equity research analyst and has completed her PGDM
in finance and marketing. She is an enthusiastic individual who has previously worked in various

sects including Indusind bank as well. Tanushri is a fervent writer and a hardcore novel reader.

20. Pranjal Jain
Pranjal Jain is currently a BA LLB student studying in S S Jain Subodh college, Jaipur. She entered
the field of legal career to be more aware and to work in the welfare arena ahead. She is also a
member of the Law awareness society.

21. Maitri Banthia
Maitri Banthia is pursuing graduation from Kirori Mal College, Delhi University. Her course is BA
Programme (History+Political Science). She is really interested in acting(film/theatre). She’s also a
member of the Drama Society of her college, which goes by the name of Players.
Apart from acting, she is also interested in singing.
Being a student of Political Science, she has always felt an obligation to work towards the
betterment of the society as a whole and especially the communities/groups who are still

struggling to get an equal footing in the society. Under this comes the big group that is women.
Working towards the rights, especially the economic independence of women, will do wonders not
only for them, but will also act as a boon for the Indian GDP.
Maitri says “It'll be really great, if I can be a part of something which takes me one step closer to
this”.

22. Simran Sharma
Simran Sharma is currently pursuing B.A LL.B from S .S. Jain Subodh Law college, Jaipur, Rajasthan.
She was born and brought in Jaipur itself.
She has done intra moot court and parliamentary debate competition in which she reached till
semi-finals.
She has also worked as an offline consumer intern under a reputed advocate and is currently doing
internship in Rajasthan state legal services authority.
Her soft skills are public speaking, Research, and team work.

23. Vaishnavi Mishra
Vaishnavi Mishra is currently a 2nd year student pursuing Political Science Honors from Kanoria PG
College Jaipur.
Her vast interests covers passionate, creative and imaginative aspects such as painting, art and
craft, culinary arts and racket sports.
Her interests are reflected in her achievements as she has several awards & certificates in
Badminton,
IIHM certification in culinary arts,
Was the president of humanities club and has always been a core member in organizing fests and
functions.
Public speaking always fascinated her and therefore she has been a part of various debates &
speeches previously.
Her interest lies in the law and legal aspects and would like to do something in this field in the
future.

24. Aastha Dwivedi
Aastha has done her masters in clinical psychology & is currently pursuing professional diploma in
clinical psychology. She has done various certifications in career counseling, parenting expert, TACDT practitioner, RECBT practitioner.
Her focus in life is to grow efficiently and help people to rise to their full potential.

25. Diya Sogani
Diya Sogani is currently pursuing English Honours and Political Science as her (subsidiary subject)
from University Maharani College.
Her aim to join Human Rights council is to make a difference in individual people’s life, as well as
work towards peace.
This will increase her self-confidence and self-esteem and will also provide a natural sense of
accomplishment by doing good for others and for the community.

26. Sumayya Siddiqui
Sumayya Siddiqui has done her mastery in the field of English Literature from Sophia college,
Ajmer. She is an education professional and is continuously working towards making a better
change in society via her knowledge and teaching skillset.
She has been teaching young students from many years and has gain adequate experience in her
domain.

